Timing key [4 beats] {2 beats} (1 beat)

Intro (vocal or kazoo) {F} Doo wacka {D7} Doo wacka {Gm} Doo wacka {C7} Doo
{F} Doo wacka {D7} Doo wacka {Gm} Doo wacka {C7} Doo

[F] Kick your heels [F] to the ringing of the [C] vulcans swinging through
[Dm] What a sound, [G7] Round and round and then
(C7 stop) doo wacka doo wacka (C7 stop) doo

[Bbm] Just tell the [F] ro-de-oh doh [F] Hot-cha the
[Bb] ban-ban-{Bb} banjos {C7} back in {F} town *{F#dim} {Bb} {C7} *optional chords.

Instrumental (kazoo, mouth trumpet or other)
[F] Kick your heels [F] to the ringing of the [C] vulcans swinging through
[Dm] What a sound, [G7] Round and round and then
(C7 stop) doo wacka doo wacka (C7 stop) doo

[Bbm] Just tell the [F] ro-de-oh doh [F] Hot-cha

That [Bb] ban-ban-[Bb] banjos... [Bb] [Bb]
That [Bbm] ban-ban-[Bbm] banjos... [Bbm] [Bbm]

[C7] ba-aa-ck [C7] In [F] town. [Bbm][F] (C7) (F)